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Creative Team 
 
Dharmesh Patel (performer) trained at Hope Street Limited in Liverpool.  
His next goal in life is to have a Weimaraner. 
 
Rochi Rampal (performer) has worked with Stan’s Cafe (The Anatomy of 
Melancholy, The Cardinals), Birmingham REP (Peter Pan), The Play House, Women & 
Theatre and Hearth Productions. Rochi also performed in Theatre Writing 
Partnership’s Momentum Festival, Kali Theatre’s Shared Memories, and Rasa & 
Oxfordshire Theatre Company’s Handful of Henna. She co-wrote Reliable Witness for 
Birmingham Book Festival, and scripted site-specific theatre productions Eat! (Black 
Country Touring and Birmingham REP) and The Corner Shop (Foursight Theatre, 
Black Country Touring and English Heritage).  
 
Carl Miller (playwright). His recent theatre includes White Suit (music by Helen 
Chadwick), Butcher (based on the life of gay music hall star Fred Barnes), Ostrich 
Boys (adapted from Keith Gray's book) and Red Fortress (Unicorn). Carl's adaptation 
of Erich Kästner's Emil and the Detectives opens in London at the National Theatre in 
November.  
 
Steve Johnstone (co-director) is co-artistic director of Black Country Touring as 
well as continuing with a freelance career. As director he’s worked with Shared 
Experience, Moving Hands and Birmingham REP, Chol Theatre, Welsh National 

Opera, O Teatro Regional Da Serra Do Montemuro, Teatro Mobili and mac 
birmingham. As well as the UK, he’s directed shows in Portugal, Finland, Bangladesh 
and India.   
 
Kate Chapman (co-director), a director and producer of theatre and radio drama. 
Currently an associate producer with Montyfunk Productions. Directing includes work 
with Eastern Angles and Kali Theatre; dramaturgy with Talking Birds, Nottingham 
Playhouse and New Perspectives. As an independent artist she’s produced a number 
of audio walks commissioned by mac Birmingham, Worcester Festival and 
Birmingham REP. In 2013 she produced Making Tracks - supporting seven new 
projects by leading East Midlands theatre makers.  
 
Adam McCready (sound designer) has been a sound designer and composer in 
theatre for fifteen years and particularly relishes working on original new writing 
projects. He’s a board member of the Association of Sound Designers and an 
associate artist with the multi-award winning children's theatre company Little Pixie 
Productions. 
 
Bobby Tiwana (producer) is mostly interested in peripheral stories – those are not 
part of the mainstream. Previously he worked with Black Country Touring managing 
Resonate, producing Behna (Sisters), The Corner Shop, A Thin Red Line and Apna 
Ghar (Our Home); as well as working with other arts organisations in the West 
Midlands. 
 
Robert Beck graduated from Manchester University in July having read Drama and 
English Literature. He's thrilled to be working on Beneath the Surface as his first 
graduate placement. He’s collaborated on previous projects: Dickie Beau's Lost in 
Trans (Contact Theatre, Manchester) and Sheila Ghelani's Rat, Rose, Bird (Z Arts, 
Hulme). He’s currently interning at The Greenwich and Lewisham Young People's 
Theatre Company. 
 

Inspiration  
In August 2011, my partner and I met with the Good as You (gay men’s) group in 
Bangalore, India. It was a revelation. The room was full of Indian gay men some local 
and others from different parts of India. Most were out, living their lives and still had 
active relationships with their families. There was a tremendous energy and optimism 
for the future in the room. Whilst this was one type of India, a part of the 
educated/professional group, it was contextualised by other liberalising changes in 
the country: the repeal of Section 377 (a Victorian remnant criminalising 
homosexuality) and an increase in cultural activism mostly evidenced through Pride 
events and LGBTQI film festivals.  
 
On returning home I started contemplating on my own experience as a British gay 
Asian man and that of my peers many of whom remain hidden, keeping secrets and 
sometimes leading double lives. I then started looking for cultural representations of 
British Asian homosexuality and soon found a significant dearth. By chance, I started 
talking to Kate Chapman at this time; she was a great sounding board and 
momentum in clarifying my vision. It was at this point the idea for the project came 
about: to increase visibility of British Asian lesbian, gay and bisexual (LGB) lives 
through theatre. I wanted to feel that energy and optimism recreated in the UK.   

Process 
I was fortunate in securing a highly skilled creative team that bought into the idea 
and helped me realise its vision. In autumn 2012 we put a call out for gay and 
bisexual men and women to be interviewed as part of the creative research. We 
received three and a half times more interest than we had capacity to deliver. We 
conducted 10 oral history interviews across England with men and women. Using a 
flexible framework with semi-structured questions we charted a person’s story from 
birth through to the present day.  
 
Upon completion the creative team of writer, co-directors and producer, listened to all 
of the material drawing out common themes and areas of interest for inquiry. Using 
the research as a starting point, Carl Miller wrote a first draft of monologues at the 
beginning of the year. In spring he and I ran two creative discussion workshops in 
London and Wolverhampton, facilitating an inclusive space to explore aspects of same 
sex desire and experience through one-to-one discussion and writing. Using the 
experience as further stimulus Carl then wrote a second draft with more characters in 
July; and finally a workshop draft most recently.  
 
The Beneath the Surface workshop performances are a deliberate stage in the 
process of making a full piece of theatre. They are to present British Asian gay and 
lesbian lives through character to audiences intimately. We are also attempting to 
play with different ways of presenting material. The workshop is designed to enable 
audiences to respond to the theatrical provocations indirectly through further stimulus 
if desired. Working in 6 towns and cities in a range of spaces with different audiences 
offers an interesting challenge as well as much excitement. This stage will go on to 
inform the realisation of a full length piece in the future. We hope that you enjoy the 
experience!  

 

Bobby Tiwana  

 


